
Title – Intern - Field Survey & Research
Start Date: Immediate
Duration: 8 weeks and more if needed
Working - 5 Days of working; 8hr/day
Locations: India- Bangalore, Hyderabad, Kolkata & Nepal - Chitwan/Kailali

About Pollinate - Pollinate Group, an award-winning organization, empowers marginalised women as

microentrepreneurs to reduce poverty, advance gender equality, and increase access to renewable energy.

As a team, we're growing and making an impact. For the world's most neglected communities, we

empower women as leaders of change by distributing clean energy products that improve health, save

time, and save money.

Find out more at www.pollinategroup.org

Responsibilities:

About Role

We're in search of an intern to bolster our impact team. This role involves hands-on ground research for

Pollinate Group, utilizing surveys, focus group discussions, in-depth interviews, and secondary data to

compile impactful reports for each project. The intern will collaborate closely with our M&E executive,

contributing to the drafting and finalization of comprehensive company reports based on the research

findings. Join us in making a meaningful impact!

Key Responsibilities:

● Contribute to SUR's annual impact survey by conducting in-depth interviews and focus group

discussions in Pollinate's operational areas. Collaborate with the Pollinate M&E executive to draft a

comprehensive report.

● Engage in community/product needs assessment surveys, in-depth interviews, and focus group

discussions in Pollinate's working locations. Draft a detailed report with the guidance of the

Pollinate M&E executive.

● Facilitate SUR's exit survey, incorporating in-depth interviews and focus group discussions in

Pollinate's operational locations. Work alongside the Pollinate M&E executive to produce a

comprehensive report.

● Conduct customer impact surveys and research for SUR's market analysis, utilizing in-depth

interviews and focus group discussions. Collaborate with the Pollinate M&E executive to draft a

detailed report.

● Produce a distinct report focusing on SUR's market analysis, outlining challenges, opportunities,

and insights.



Qualifications:

● Passion for social business, renewable energy, women empowerment and dedication to transform

the lives of the poor.

● Willingness to travel to the slum communities and interact with people

● Excellent spoken skills in local language, fluency in spoken English and Hindi (Spoken skills in any

south Indian language would be an added advantage)

● Good problem solving and planning skills

● Ability to collaborate, communicate and attention to detail is a must in this role

● BA and MSW in relevant fields, Graduates / Undergraduates.

● Have excellent analytical and reporting skills required

● Proficiency in Microsoft Office

● Experience conducting field-research projects preferred

● Demonstrate a high level of flexibility and working independently

How to apply?
To apply for this role, please send your CV to people@pollinategroup.org and fill out the candidate

information form.

https://forms.gle/LZ8XGkjexwYHNiaVA

